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1. INTRODUCTION
In the Capital Markets Union (CMU) Action plan published in September 2020, the
Commission committed to analysing the merits and feasibility of setting up a referral
scheme to require banks (and other providers of funding) to direct small and medium
enterprises (SMEs) to alternative providers of funding in case they turn down their
funding application. The aim of such a scheme would be to facilitate SMEs’ access to a
wider set of funding options.
The present report lays out the outcome of this analysis. It sets out the perceived problems,
current rules and their limitations (Section 2) and the objectives of the scheme, provides
background on SME funding and rejected loan applications (Section 3) and analyses the
merits of a number of possible solutions to the identified problems (Section 4). It also
considers a number of ongoing developments that might impact the feasibility of a referral
scheme in the future and that might thus warrant an update of the analysis (Section 5).1While
this document mainly presents the state of play of SME rejection of loan applications and
explores possible ways forward, it does not constitute or seek to constitute a formal impact
assessment, as governed by ‘better regulation’ standards.2 Consequently, it should not be
considered as a document presenting new envisaged policy avenues that would engage the
Commission.

2. EU AND NATIONAL INITIATIVES AND THEIR LIMITATIONS
In order to support companies whose credit application has been turned down, EU prudential
regulation for banks3 gives the right to SMEs and other corporates to ask for a bank’s
feedback in writing regarding the bank’s rating decision when they apply for bank credit.
Such feedback is particularly important in case of a negative credit decision in order for the
companies in question to better target their subsequent search for financing. There are no
statistics on how many SMEs whose credit was declined actually sought feedback from the
bank and used the information provided by the bank to improve their credit application or
seek funding elsewhere. However, according to a stocktaking exercise conducted in 23
Member States in 2019, in 83% of the surveyed countries banks were generally reported to
provide an adequate level of feedback to SMEs in case of denied credit application, although
the implementation modalities differed across banks and across Member States4.

1

The present report uses the SME definition from the Commission recommendation 2003/361 of 6 May 2003 concerning the definition of
micro, small and medium-sized enterprises: “The category of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) is made up of enterprises
which employ fewer than 250 persons and which have an annual turnover not exceeding EUR 50 million, and/or an annual balance sheet
total not exceeding EUR 43 million.”
Other SME definitions exist, such as:
1. the SME definition from CRR (Article 501(2)): “an SME is defined in accordance with Commission Recommendation
2003/361/EC (*); among the criteria listed in Article 2 of the Annex to that Recommendation only the annual turnover shall be
taken into account”;
2. the SME definition from the markets in financial instruments directive (Article 1(1)): “companies that had an average market
capitalisation of less than EUR 200 000 000 on the basis of end-year quotes for the previous three calendar years”.
2
See: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=COM:2021:219:FIN;
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/swd2021_305_en.pdf
3
Article 431 of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 (Capital Requirements Regulation or CRR): https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32013R0575
4
https://www.ebf.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Joint-Associations-letter-on-the-implementation-of-the-HLPs-on-SME-feedbackAppendix.pdf
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During the last phase of the implementation of the 2015 CMU Action plan5, the Commission
worked closely with banking and SME associations to create high-level principles for the
feedback given by banks to SMEs on rejected credit applications6. These principles were
agreed between industry representatives in 2017 and contain a commitment by banks to
inform SMEs about their legal right to obtain feedback, as well as to provide this feedback in
an appropriate format and language. However, they do not include a commitment from banks
to voluntarily provide such feedback, nor an obligation to redirect SMEs to alternative
providers of finance. It is still to be seen whether these high-level principles had any tangible
impact on the ground, in particular in helping SMEs get feedback on their rejected credit.7
Those SMEs whose credit applications have been rejected by a bank may obtain information
about alternative sources of funding in numerous ways. These include one-stop shop
platforms on access to finance and on-line navigating tools to help SMEs identify relevant,
publicly supported funding schemes or the most suitable private alternative finance options.
In addition, Member States have taken legislative initiatives aiming at better disseminating
credit information on SMEs to alternative funding providers. For example, in some Member
States the public sector provides online information about available funding programmes
both at national level (such as programmes provided by national development banks) and at
EU level. Similarly, private information sources also exist.
Examples of online information about funding options that are available to SMEs in the EU
include EU-level websites “Access to finance” or “Starting a business” 8 on YourEurope
portal, the website “Existenzgruender” run by the German Federal Ministry for Economic
Affaris and Climate Action9, the website “Starting a business” run by the Belgian Federal
Public Service Economy10 and the Danish website “Virksomhedsguiden” managed by
“Erhvervsstyrelsen”, a public entity in charge of promoting the competitiveness of Danish
businesses.
Nevertheless, in the current situation, neither the existing EU legislation nor national rules
oblige banks and other financial services providers to inform SMEs about alternative sources
of funding or to direct them towards alternative solutions. Similarly, at present, no use is
made of the information that banks have in order to address the lack of resources and
experience of SMEs to look for alternative solutions. Alternative sources of funding,
including equity-based funding, are promoted amongst SMEs to some extent, although not
consistently and often not by institutions declining credit. Finally, investors often struggle to
get access to SME information, and even more so to standardised SME information.11
In light of the above, many SMEs may not be sufficiently aware of alternative financing
opportunities, and of where and how to seek them out, also given the lacking financial
5

Action
Plan
on Building a
Capital Markets
Union
COM/2015/0468
final:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52015DC0468
6
https://www.ebf.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/High-level-principles-on-feedback-given-by-banks-on-declined-SME-creditapplications.pdf
7
https://www.ebf.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Joint-Associations-letter-on-the-implementation-of-the-HLPs-on-SME-feedbackAppendix.pdf
8
https://europa.eu/youreurope/business/finance-funding/getting-funding/access-finance/index_en.htm
9
https://www.existenzgruender.de/DE/Home/inhalt.html
10
https://economie.fgov.be/nl/themas/ondernemingen/een-onderneming-oprichten
11
An initiative that may help match SMEs and investors is the recent Commission proposal on establishing a European Single Access Point
(ESAP). According to the proposal, which is currently being debated by co-legislators, listed companies will be required to file their
publicly disclosed financial and sustainability-related information in a machine-readable format onto the ESAP platform. The ESAP
platform would offer free, public and easy access to this information. The objective of ESAP is to improve the access to and the readability
of publicly disclosed company financial and sustainability-related information. In this context, the ESAP legislative proposal provides for a
possibility for SMEs (or any other intermediary acting on its behalf) to voluntarily upload information to the ESAP platform. . The
Commission proposal foresees a template for the voluntary submission of financial information to be developed in a level 2 measure (as
regards voluntary disclosure of SME’s sustainability-related information, see footnote 26). That being said, it would be up to the SME to
pro-actively submit their financial and/or sustainability-related information onto the ESAP.
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literacy. The additional costs of identifying and applying elsewhere after facing a rejection,
which may remain considerable, may deter SMEs from taking further action, which limits
their chances to scale up and grow.
An SME referral scheme could go one step further and require banks to proactively channel
rejected SMEs in need of financing towards alternative finance providers, thus reducing the
cost of searching for SMEs. This report compares a number of approaches for developing an
SME referral mechanism against the current situation. It builds on the input received from a
call for feedback run from 12 March 2021 to 30 April 202112, additional input submitted by
stakeholders and exchanges held with representatives of SMEs, banking industry and investor
community.
3. AVAILABLE DATA ON SME ACCESS TO FINANCE AND REJECTED LOAN APPLICATIONS
In the period between April and September 2021, 21% of EU SMEs that deemed bank loans
relevant for their business applied for a bank loan13. This figure follows a slightly decreasing
trend since 2014, with an outlier in the period between April and September 2020, where the
figure reached 35%14.

Source: Survey on the access to finance of enterprises (SAFE) Analytical Report 2021,
November 2021, European Commission

12

Summary of the consultation is published alongside this report.
Survey on the access to finance of enterprises (SAFE) Analytical Report 2021, November 2021, European Commission
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/system/files/2021-11/Analytical%20report%202021.pdf. Please note that the definition of SME in the SAFE
report is broader that the definition in the Commission recommendation 2003/361, since it only considers the headcount criterion. In the
SAFE report, SMEs are defined as enterprises with 1-249 employees (hence, enterprises without paid staff are excluded). Within SMEs, a
distinction is made between micro enterprises (1 -9 employees), small enterprises (10 -49 employees) and medium-sized enterprises (50 249 employees).
14
This figure can be explained by the availability of government-backed loan facilitation schemes across the EU, in the context of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
13
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Amongst the EU SMEs that applied for a loan in the period between April and September
2021, on average:
•

71% of applications were granted in full;

•

10% were granted a part of the amount applied for (6% received at least 75% of the
requested amount and 4% received less than 75% of the requested amount);

•

7% of these bank loan applications were rejected.15

The following graph shows that the outcomes of applications for bank loans by SMEs vary
across EU Member States. In the period between April and September 2021, the proportion
of SME loan applications rejected was highest in Lithuania (29%) and Slovakia (26%).

Source: Survey on the access to finance of enterprises (SAFE) Analytical Report 2021,
November 2021, European Commission

15

In remaining cases, either the cost was deemed too high, or the application was still pending at the time of the survey, or the data was not
available.
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Finally, the share of rejected SME loans remained rather stable between 2014 and 2021,
between 5 and 8% (see graph below).

Source: Survey on the access to finance of enterprises (SAFE) Analytical Report 2021,
November 2021, European Commission
While no conclusive data was found on the reasons for the rejections by banks of the SME
loan applications, the following reasons have been evoked by various stakeholders in the
industry:
1- Mismatch in the nature or the amount of funding needed: bank funding may not
be best suited for specific types of companies. As banks often guarantee credit with
collateral, start-ups, pre-revenue and innovative companies without collateral to
guarantee the loan are not the best candidates for a bank loan. In the case of seed or
pre-seed financing, companies have no revenue and no collateral. More mature startups which already have revenue may still be deemed as too risky for a bank to
finance. These types of companies may instead be more interesting for equity funding
providers such as business angels, venture capitalists or private equity investors –
depending on the stage of growth of the company.
2- Too low creditworthiness of the company: banks may reject an SME credit
application because of too low creditworthiness of the company (or sometimes
inability of SMEs to demonstrate a track record to underpin a creditworthiness
assessment). In this case, alternative lending platforms may still be interested to offer
a loan/funding to an SME, although most likely at a higher interest rate.
3- An SME does not match the bank’s sectoral / geographical criteria: an SME may
be a creditworthy borrower, but nevertheless not match a specific bank’s sectoral or
geographical criteria. In this case, other banks or other providers of funding may be
interested in providing the loan instead.
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Finally, there is currently no available data on what SMEs do after their credit application has
actually been rejected: do they give up on their plans, postpone them or find other sources of
financing?
4. FEASIBILITY OF AN SME REFERRAL SCHEME
The main aim of an SME referral scheme would be to increase the probability that viable
SMEs or viable SME projects, whose loan applications have been rejected by a bank, obtain
financing from another source, be it from another bank or an alternative finance provider, so
that the SMEs’ operations are not unduly hampered by financing constraints. In addition, in
keeping with the main objectives of the Capital Markets Union initiative, such a scheme
could also aim to enlarge investment opportunities for investors and alternative finance
providers and to raise awareness amongst SMEs about alternative forms of financing.
In order to achieve these aims, the SME referral scheme should ideally help address the
following issues:
1. Allow SMEs to find another provider of funding in case their credit application has
been turned down.
2. Address the lack of resources and experience of SMEs to look for alternative solutions
by building on the information that banks have.
3. Promote equity-based sources of funding amongst SMEs.
4. Address the issue of lack of standardised SME information
5. Address a pronounced home bias in EU investment both by expanding the universe of
alternative providers of funding for an SME outside those present in home Member
State, and by enabling EU investors to identify more easily cross-border investment
targets and hence better diversify their investment geographically.
There could be different ways of approaching these issues, involving legislative avenues.
4.1. REFERRAL TO DESIGNATED PROVIDERS
Under this approach16, banks could refer SMEs whose loans were rejected directly to
alternative funding platforms (including alternative debt funding platforms, crowdfunding
platforms, matchmaking platforms and supply chain finance platforms) and direct investors,
such as private equity and venture capital funds, subject to SME’s consent. The referral
scheme would cover banks, funding platforms and providers from several Member States,
aiming to foster cross-border investment by connecting SMEs with funding platforms and
providers from different Member States.
The alternative funding platforms and providers that could participate in the scheme would be
selected on the basis of a call for expression of interest. The criteria considered to designate
funding platforms and providers would include compliance with existing rules and licensing

16

In the analysis of this approach, past experience of the already existing similar schemes, such as the UK bank referral scheme, was
considered. A description of the UK bank referral scheme is presented in Annex 2 of this document.
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requirements, data security and management, type of funding provided, relevance to SME
funding and volume of financing provided to SMEs.
The designated banks would be selected based on a set of criteria, which would include the
bank’s market share for SME loans within the Member States it is operating in and the share
of the total lending that is provided to SMEs.
It would need to be determined which institution would be in charge of first, administrating
the scheme and second, supervising the scheme. The administration of the scheme could inter
alia include running the open calls for application, selecting funding platforms and providers,
as well as verifying their eligibility, including compliance with licensing requirements. The
supervision of the scheme could inter alia include monitoring ongoing compliance by banks
and funding platforms and providers with the legal requirements, where necessary pursuing
investigations and sanctioning these entities, including by revoking their right to adhere to the
scheme.
The referral scheme could also be designed as an open access model that would be accessible
to all alternative providers of funding, without a need for them to be ex-ante formally
designated by a supervisor. This may, however, raise serious fraud/abuse issues as well as
conflict of interest issues, and would require putting in place appropriate safeguards. It would
also make any oversight of the scheme more complex.
Such a bank referral scheme would be beneficial to SMEs that would be redirected, upon
their consent, towards other finance providers therefore increasing their chances of finding
alternative sources of funding, perhaps more tailored to their needs. This would also raise
awareness of SMEs about other sources of financing aside from bank loans.
When their bank loan application was unsuccessful, SMEs would no longer have to incur the
cost of seeking themselves for a new finance source/provider as they would be directly
referred by their bank to alternative funding platforms or providers. Thereby the lack of
information and experience regarding where to look for more funding would be alleviated.
Through the scheme, alternative funding providers, including equity funding providers,
would receive an influx of new clients that may not have been aware of the existence of this
type of funding providers, or of how to reach out to them. This could potentially allow SMEs
to improve their funding structures, currently tilted towards debt, with more equity-based
funding. However, as part of the scheme, banks would have to contact equity-based funding
providers directly with the information they have from the rejected SME credit applications.
This implies that there is certain risk that equity funding providers might receive the type and
form of SME information that is not fully useful to them (as risk capital investors) and that
they might therefore discard. While the information transferred to the funding platforms and
providers might not, on its own, be sufficient for an equity funding provider to form an
informed investment decision, it could be sufficient for a first filtering of SMEs that this
equity provider might need to do to identify a possible target group. Overall, this approach
would therefore contribute to a better access to equity-based financing by SMEs.
The information that would be forwarded by banks to the designated funding platforms and
providers would not be standardised. The credit institutions would send the existing
information they hold about the rejected SME applications directly to the designated funding
platforms and providers without compiling it in a standardised format.
8

Finally, the scheme would aim to foster cross border investment through the referral of the
SME to funding providers and platforms outside of the SME’s home member state. This
approach would have the potential to address the home bias in EU investment by channeling
potential SME clients / investments to non-domestic funding platforms and providers, and by
expanding the universe of alternative providers of funding for an SME outside those present
in home Member State.
Costs for banks would likely be low. Banks would be mandated by law to refer the
information they already have on SMEs to the designated platform. They would not be
required to produce further analysis or additional material. Banks are therefore likely to incur
negligible administrative and human resources costs related to the handling of the referral
(seeking agreement of an SME, preparing and submitting the information). In view of the
degree of automation in banks’ systems generally and in their processing of SME loan
applications specifically17, the preparation and submission of the data could be automatised at
a fairly low extra cost. The scheme will not give rise to significant additional liability for
banks (other than in respect of completeness and accuracy of the information to be
transferred).
Costs for supervisors might be high. Supervisors would have to determine and periodically
reassess the list of participating banks, designated platforms and funding providers. On the
latter, supervisors would incur costs related to running a rolling call for applications for
funding platforms and funding providers applying to the scheme, evaluating the applications
and designating the participating funding platforms and providers. In particular, supervisors
would have to analyse and make sure all the funding providers included within the scheme
can provide adequate funding to SMEs based on a list of criteria to be precisely defined (time
in business, volume of funding provided to SMEs, relevance to SME funding, regulated
provider etc.)18. Finally, supervisors would incur possible extra costs related to ongoing
supervision and enforcement, specifically related to the operation of the bank referral scheme.
Costs for funding providers on the receiving end would likely be negligible. Funding
platforms and funding providers would incur some limited human resources costs related to
applying for the scheme. In fact, this approach would reduce search costs for alternative
funding providers, by transmitting to them targeted information on a flow of additional
potential clients (SMEs) that they will be able to tap into (although funding providers would
still incur the costs related to processing and analysing unstandardised information). Funding
providers using the services of funding platforms would, in some cases, incur fees to access
the designated platforms (depending on the business model of the given funding platform). It
may be assumed, however, that alternative funding providers interested in finding new SME
clients or investments would have already subscribed to these types of platforms,
irrespectively of whether the considered approach is implemented or not. Therefore, the
marginal cost of this approach for funding providers subscribing to funding platforms is
deemed negligible.
There should be no costs for SMEs. On the contrary, it would reduce funding search costs
for SMEs by referring them directly to the designated funding platforms and funding
17

This point has largely been confirmed in targeted exchanges with the banking industry.
According to the results of the call for feedback, the main criteria to select funding providers should be that they are a regulated provider,
their degree of relevance towards SME funding and to a lesser extent, their experience in the sector and the volume of finance they could
provide SMEs.
18
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providers. This approach would require an amendment to the Capital Requirements
Regulation.
Practical feasibility (including uptake potential)
The feasibility to implement this approach at the moment is considered as low at the current
stage. The call for feedback to designate funding platforms and equity providers and the
supervision would be quite complex, time consuming and expensive for the supervisor to
manage. One of the main reasons for this would be the scope of the scheme which would
have to involve a large amount of alternative finance platforms and equity providers with a
specific geographical distribution throughout the Member States.
In addition, this approach appears to have limited potential to foster cross-border investment
and address the persistent problem of home-bias in the EU. Firstly, the majority of alternative
finance platforms only operates in one or few markets, with few platforms active in all
European markets19. The scheme would, therefore have to rely largely on domestic or
regional alternative finance platforms or providers who would only be able to connect
investors and SMEs within the same country. Secondly, unless the information is
standardised (banks would only be required to transmit the information in the existing form to
the designated entities), it would be difficult for funding providers across Member States to
evaluate (in a cost-efficient way) and understand the information they would receive,
including due to differences in languages and format. Alternatively, it could be envisaged to
harmonise the format for the data to be transmitted by banks. For example, in case a template
for the voluntary submission of financial information is developed as part of the ESAP
regulation20 in a level 2 measure (as tabled in the Commission proposal, and subject to
ongoing negotiations with the co-legislators), the format and type of information that would
be transmitted by banks could be identical to that template. In the case where no standardised
template is developed under the ESAP regulation, a dedicated template might need to be
defined for the purpose of the scheme (in a level 2 measure). The introduction of any
standardised format could, however increase the costs of the introduction of a referral scheme
for banks.
In the absence of common format, the only investors and platforms that could properly and
efficiently evaluate the SME information could most likely be those based in the same
Member State. Therefore, the scheme would function primarily on a national basis and not
address the home-bias problem. In addition, even within one Member State, the lack of a
standardised, fully machine-readable format for the SME information would make it difficult
for the designated funding platforms and providers to discern and compare all the information
they would receive on SMEs.

19

https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/ccaf-2021-06-report-2nd-global-alternative-finance-benchmarking-studyreport.pdf (p. 77)
20
“Proposal for a Regulation establishing a European single access point providing centralised access to publicly available information of
relevance to financial services, capital markets and sustainability”; “Proposal for a Regulation amending certain Regulations as regards the
establishment and functioning of the European single access point” or “Proposal for a Directive amending certain Directives as regards the
establishment and functioning of the European single access point”; https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/211125-capital-markets-unionpackage_en
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4.2. STANDARDISED SME INFORMATION SHEET
Under this approach, the finance provider turning down an SME credit application would be
required, upon approval by the SME, to fill out a standardised financial information sheet.
The latter would contain the basic financial information of the SME included in their credit
application, as well as its credit history in case of an existing client. The sheet could also
potentially include a comparison of relevant ratios and indicators versus other companies
within the same sector. The latter comparison can be generated by the bank in an automatised
way.
The standardised financial information sheet could build on already existing national
approaches. In Spain, a bank that cancels a line of credit to an SME that is an existing client
is required by law21 to fill in a so called “Standardised SME information sheet”, containing
the available SME’s financial information including: credit information (including both
positive and negative information on repayment history), historical financial data, risk
assessment and an extract with the funding cash flows of the latest periods. It follows a
standardised template, allowing to understand and to compare the financial situation of
different SMEs. The information sheet has to be delivered free of charge to SMEs being
refused a renewal of their credit line. However, credit institutions may charge a small fee for
the information sheet delivered upon request by a client, which has not been refused a
renewal of a credit line. It is notable to mention that in order to create this information sheet,
the Bank of Spain had to create a standardised risk assessment methodology as each bank has
their own ways of assessing risk. This standardised risk methodology is exclusively used for
the purpose of filling in the SME information sheet.
However, in this particular case, the information sheet includes only the given bank’s
information on the rejected SME. Therefore, the sheet does not contain a full picture of the
SME’s repayment behaviour on all outstanding credit liabilities (in case the SME has
outstanding loans with other banks).
Once the information sheet is created by the rejecting bank, the SME receives this
information in PDF format free of charge and can use it when they wish to apply for
financing from another source. Since a lot of the information included in the document is
private, the information sheet is not made public or uploaded to any public platform.
If set up at EU level, such a scheme could target both existing client SMEs that have had their
funding cut and new client SMEs whose credit application has been rejected by banks. In
case a template for the voluntary submission of financial information is developed as part of
the ESAP regulation22 (in a level 2 measure), the format and information that would be
included in the information sheet could be identical to that template. In the case where no
standardised template is developed under the ESAP regulation, a dedicated template might
need to be defined for the purpose of the scheme (in a level 2 measure).
Lastly, the SME information sheet considered as part of this approach would not include a
standardised EU-level risk assessment methodology at this juncture. The appropriateness and
21

Circular 6/2016 of the Bank of Spain: https://www.boe.es/buscar/act.php?id=BOE-A-2016-6606
“Proposal for a Regulation establishing a European single access point providing centralised access to publicly available information of
relevance to financial services, capital markets and sustainability”; “Proposal for a Regulation amending certain Regulations as regards the
establishment and functioning of the European single access point” or “Proposal for a Directive amending certain Directives as regards the
establishment and functioning of the European single access point”; https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/211125-capital-markets-unionpackage_en
22
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feasibility of establishing a harmonised risk assessment methodology at EU level would
require an assessment of approaches that cannot be conducted in the framework of this report.
In this scheme, SMEs receive a standardised sheet of information, which they can use when
approaching other banks or other providers of funding. Therefore, this scheme does not per se
aid SMEs in looking for alternative finance providers. It rather gives them another tool to use
when seeking funding themselves.
Although this information sheet is a useful tool, the burden and cost remain on SMEs to seek
other sources of funding. It may, however partially reduce the cost of seeking, because it
could limit additional efforts by SMEs to prepare the information required by other
prospective investors/creditors.
The SME information sheet is tailored for credit and for banks, as they are the intended
recipients. The information contained in the SME information sheet might not, on its own, be
sufficient for an equity funding provider to form an informed investment decision, although it
could help perform a first screening. In addition, the SME information sheet does not per se
promote or is designed to seek alternative sources of funding, such as equity-based funding.
This approach also does not incentivise SMEs to reach out to equity providers instead of
banks or alternative lenders. Furthermore, the information that banks request does not fully
overlap with the information that equity providers may need to perform a first screening of a
company23, reducing the usefulness of the SME information sheet for them. If the SME
information sheet was to be amended in order to include data relevant for equity providers
this would greatly increase the costs for banks as they would have to ask for additional
information that they do not ask during the credit application process. SMEs may therefore
be, in any event, requested to supplement the data in the SME information sheet to match the
needs of equity providers.
This approach could at least partially address the issue of the lack of standardised SME
information, by making the information of rejected SMEs more comparable across the EU24.
Finally, the standardised, machine-readable character of the SME information sheet would
have the potential to facilitate cross-border provision of funding to SMEs. This approach,
however, could not proactively direct SMEs to look for financing options outside their home
Member State; rather they would just be provided with an additional tool when approaching
funding providers which the SME would have to seek for itself. Therefore, in terms of
fostering cross-border investment, this approach would have a rather limited impact as well.
Costs for banks would likely be low. Banks would incur negligible administrative and
human resources costs related to the production of the information sheet (seeking agreement
of the SME, preparing and submitting the standardised information). In view of the degree of
automation in banks’ systems generally and in the processing of SME loan applications
specifically25, the preparation and submission of the data can be automatised at a fairly low
extra cost. In addition, banks could charge a small fee for the SME information sheet when it
is delivered upon request by a client which has not been refused a renewal of a credit line.
This would compensate for the limited administrative and human resources costs related to
23

Shown in Annex 1. Circular 6/2016 of the Bank of Spain: https://www.boe.es/buscar/act.php?id=BOE-A-2016-6606
Comparability of financial information would, however, remain to be restricted by differences in national accounting rules (GAAPs).
25
See footnote 17.
24
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the production of the information sheet. The scheme would not give rise to significant
additional liability for banks (other than in respect of completeness and accuracy of the
information to be introduced in the information sheet).
Costs for supervisors would likely be low. Other than the development of relevant
secondary legislation (most likely an implementing technical standard) to introduce a
standardised SME information sheet, this approach would not require any additional
resources from supervisors. Supervisors would, however, be responsible for generally
enforcing compliance with the legal requirements. Therefore, under this approach, the costs
incurred by the supervisor are likely to be low.
Funding providers on the receiving end would not incur additional costs. This approach
would require no additional resources from alternative funding platforms or providers of
funding. On the contrary, it would reduce costs of information search and acquisition by
funding providers by facilitating the first screening of SMEs based on the standardised
information sheet.
SMEs would not incur additional costs. This approach would require no additional resources
from SMEs. On the contrary, it would reduce funding search costs for SMEs by equipping
them with a ready-to-use document summarising all their financial information in a clear,
comparable and intelligible way, and which they can approach other funding providers with.
This approach would require an amendment to the Capital Requirements Regulation.
Practical feasibility (including uptake potential)
The practical feasibility of this approach is high. The most important consideration would be
the development of a sufficiently informative and easier to compare standardised information
sheet that would provide adequate information for as broad a group of alternative funding
providers as possible and that would create the least possible amount of burden for the banks
that fill in these sheets. Since the standardised information sheet would be made available
free of charge to SMEs, it is expected that SMEs would effectively use the sheet in their
future discussions with other funding providers.
4.3. SME INFORMATION UPLOADED ONTO ESAP
Under this approach, banks turning down an SME credit application would be required, upon
approval by the SME, to upload a set of financial information in a machine-readable format
onto ESAP, on behalf of the SME26. Banks would not be authorised to charge the SME for
uploading this information onto the ESAP platform27.

26

Under this approach, only financial information held by banks is taken into account. Exchanges with SME representatives showed that
some of them would be willing to publicly disclose their sustainability-related information. The potential benefit for SMEs would be to gain
more visibility and potentially attract and offer alternative sustainable funding. Sustainability-related information may, however, not be
shared by SMEs with banks in the credit application, except in the specific case of green loans.
The CSRD proposal foresees that the Commission would adopt sustainability reporting standards (or “templates”) that non-listed SMEs
could use on a voluntary basis. In the case where such templates for voluntary disclosure of sustainability-related information were to be
developed, this approach could explore a possibility to require banks to follow these templates (if that information is already held by the
bank). In the alternative case where no such templates were developed, banks would be free to choose the template to submit that
information. https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52021PC0189
27
Banks would however be authorised to charge SMEs for this service in case the SME’s loan application was not rejected by the bank, but
that the SME would still want the bank to upload its information onto the ESAP platform on its behalf.
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This approach would plug into the forthcoming ESAP, for which a legislative proposal was
tabled by the Commission on 25 November 202128. According to the Commission proposal,
which is currently debated by co-legislators, listed companies will be required to file their
publicly disclosed financial and sustainability-related information in a machine-readable
format onto ESAP. ESAP would offer free, public and easy access to this information. The
objective of ESAP is to improve the access to and the readability of publicly disclosed
company financial and sustainability-related information. The ESAP legislative proposal also
provides for a possibility for SMEs (or any other intermediary acting on its behalf) to
voluntarily upload any financial and/or sustainability-related information, which it wishes to
be made public, to a collection body. That collection body will be in charge of submitting the
relevant information to the ESAP platform, which will make the information publicly
accessible free of charge. It is yet to be defined whether a template for the voluntary
submission of financial information will be developed under the ESAP legislative package (in
a level 2 measure)29.
This approach would make use of the possibility for companies to voluntarily submit
information on ESAP outside the scope of mandatory information, provided the ESAP
proposal is adopted. When filling in the SME financial information on behalf of the SME, the
bank would use the information, it already holds on this SME, i.e. the information contained
in the SME’s application30. When giving approval to the bank to forward the information to
the relevant collection body (that is in charge of submitting the information in either a data
extractable format or machine-readable format to the ESAP platform), SMEs would follow a
“core and more” approach. Since the publication of SMEs’ financial information is voluntary,
SMEs would be free to choose the datafields that they are willing to make public on the
ESAP platform (these datapoints would fall under the “core” and would be disclosed publicly
on the ESAP platform). The remaining datafields would remain private (the “more”, those
SMEs could be free to share with potential investors and funding providers bilaterally, after a
first contact has been established). In case a template for the voluntary submission of
financial information is developed under the ESAP regulation (in a level 2 measure), banks
could be required to submit the SME’s information following that template. In case no
standardised template is defined under the ESAP regulation, banks would be free to choose
how to present the submitted datapoints31.
Publishing a set of financial information of SMEs that were refused a bank loan (however,
without labelling it as such) would give SMEs more visibility amongst potential funding
providers and investors. Potential funding providers and investors, on the other side, might
find such information useful to perform a first screening of potential clients/companies to
invest in.
This approach would require an amendment to the Capital Requirements Regulation. No
amendments to the ESAP proposal would, however, be necessary.
28

“Proposal for a Regulation establishing a European single access point providing centralised access to publicly available information of
relevance to financial services, capital markets and sustainability”; “Proposal for a Regulation amending certain Regulations as regards the
establishment and functioning of the European single access point” or “Proposal for a Directive amending certain Directives as regards the
establishment and functioning of the European single access point”; https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/211125-capital-markets-unionpackage_en
29
As regards voluntary disclosure of SME’s sustainability-related information, see footnote 26.
30
Under the ESAP legislative proposal, for the voluntary submission of information, the data issuer (in this case the SME) would be
responsible for complying with GDPR requirements.
31
They would, however need to provide the metadata about the documents submitted. This metadata will be defined as part of implementing
technical standards. As regards voluntary disclosure of SME’s sustainability-related information, see footnote 26.
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SMEs whose loan applications have been rejected by a bank might still be of interest to a
variety of funding providers (i.e. other banks or alternative funding). In order to perform a
first screening of the rejected companies, the funding providers would need to access at least
some of the data included in the SME’s credit application.
Under this approach, SMEs would not be directly referred to specific funding providers.
Instead, information about the SME would be made publicly available, allowing funding
providers to browse through standardised company information published on ESAP easily
and for free.
In addition, by requiring banks to upload the information onto ESAP on behalf of SMEs, this
approach would make it easier for SMEs wishing to publish their information to do so,
notably when they lack resources or experience to file the information on their own. This
approach would help – at least to an extent - address the lack of resources and experience of
SMEs in looking for alternative funding solutions by putting the responsibility on banks to
upload rejected SMEs’ information on ESAP. However, once the information is published,
the onus would be on funding providers to proactively contact SMEs identified on the ESAP,
and on SMEs to provide additional information to these providers, upon their request and
where appropriate.
Furthermore, by making SME information publicly available, this approach would make it
easier for alternative funding providers, including equity funding providers, to screen
potential investment opportunities. While the information contained on ESAP might not, on
its own, be sufficient for an equity funding provider to form an informed investment decision,
it could be sufficient for a first filtering of SMEs that this equity provider might need to do to
identify a possible target group. Overall, this approach would therefore contribute to a better
access to equity-based financing by SMEs.
In the case where a template for the voluntary submission of financial information is
developed under the ESAP regulation (in a level 2 measure), this approach would contribute
to improving the public access to standardised SME information by allowing willing SMEs
whose loan application has been rejected to publish (some of) their financial information in a
standardised and machine-readable format32. However, the information reported in the data
fields that an SME would consent to sharing would be only fully comparable across SMEs of
the same Member State, as accounting standards (GAAPs) are not harmonised across the EU.
In the alternative case where no standardised template would be defined under the ESAP
regulation, this policy measure would also contribute (although to a lesser extent) to
improving the public access to standardised SME information by allowing SMEs to publish
some of their financial information in a data extractable (but non-standardised) format.
The fact that it would be available on ESAP would improve the flow of SME financial
information to funding providers, including banks and alternative funding providers, and
including across borders. This would contribute to addressing the home bias in EU
investment by providing visibility to SMEs among funding providers from across the single
market and by enabling EU investors to identify more easily cross-border investment targets.

32

As regards voluntary disclosure of SME’s sustainability-related information, see footnote 26.
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Costs for banks would likely be low. According to the Impact Assessment Report
accompanying the ESAP proposal33, the annual recurring costs for data preparers are
estimated up to EUR 800. These include the costs of filing, acquiring a legal entity identifier
(LEI), the digital certificate and the signing tool. This estimate is higher bound since it
considers that systematic upload fees would be charged by collection bodies. One-off costs
for preparers (e.g. registration with a collection body) are estimated to be negligible.
Under this approach, the costs for banks are likely to be even lower:
-

The acquisition of an LEI would be incurred by SMEs, not by banks (which only act
as intermediaries in the submission of the SMEs data).

-

Banks would already have incurred the costs of registration with a collection body, of
acquiring the digital certificate (a qualified information seal proving the credibility of
the source) and of the signing tool (a software). Indeed, following the ESAP proposal,
banks would be required to file their own publicly disclosed information onto ESAP.

Therefore, the marginal costs incurred by banks to submit information on behalf of rejected
SMEs are likely to be low. They would consist in upload fees, if any, charged by the
collection bodies. In addition, banks will incur negligible administrative and human resources
costs related to the handling of the referral (seeking agreement of the SME, preparing and
submitting the information). In view of the degree of automation in banks’ systems generally
and in processing of SME loan applications specifically34, the preparation and submission of
the data can be automatised at a fairly low extra cost35.
There would likely be no costs for funding providers on the receiving end. Following the
ESAP proposal, the information published on ESAP would be available for free to the public,
since its objective is to facilitate easy and free access to company information to all,
including to funding providers. Therefore, funding providers screening the SME data would
not incur extra costs. The ESAP proposal provides for a possibility for ESMA to charge fees
to users that require very large volumes of data or frequently updated information. This is,
however, likely to be the case for the entities that use large volumes of company data in their
usual line of duty, for example when conducting research or further analytical work.
Therefore, the marginal cost of this approach for funding providers is likely to be negligible.
Costs for SMEs are likely to be negligible. The objective of this approach is to help address
SME’s lack of resources and experience in seeking alternative funding when their loan
application has been rejected. In that sense, this approach would reduce search costs for
SMEs. If an SME agrees to a subset of its application information being uploaded onto ESAP
by the bank, it may need to acquire a specific LEI. For instance acquiring an LEI of the
GLEIF would cost between EUR 45 to EUR 70 per year36.
Costs for the supervisor would likely be negligible. Considering the ESAP project is
negotiated37 independently from this proposal, implementing this approach would not result
33

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52021SC0344 (p. 72)
See footnote 17.
35
Whether or not a template for the voluntary submission of information is developed under the ESAP regulation (in a level 2 measure).
Indeed, in the case no template is developed, it is expected that banks would use the in-house templates used in the processing of the credit
application, resulting in negligible extra costs related to the preparation of the data.
36
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52021SC0344 (p. 191)
37
It was included in the package of the CMU proposals tabled by the Commission on 25 November 2021, and it is currently being reviewed
by Council and the European Parliament.
34
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in any additional costs for the supervisor. The supervisor would, however, incur limited extra
costs related to enforcement of the requirement applying to banks.
Practical feasibility (including uptake potential)
Several categories of funding providers may be interested in SMEs rejected by banks: equity
providers (business angels, venture capitalists, private equity investors), alternative lending
providers and other banks. It is, however, necessary to verify whether the information needed
by the given provider to perform a preliminary screening is also held by banks and whether
SMEs would be willing to disclose that information publicly on ESAP. The diagram below
illustrates the intersection of the three conditions which have to be met.

Based on industry outreach performed as part of the present report the intersection of the
three fields above is rather limited (dark green).
Building on feedback from SME representatives in the call for feedback and in subsequent
exchanges, most (in particular smaller) SMEs may be feeling quite reluctant to publicly
disclose some (or even most) of the data that funding providers would need to perform a
preliminary analysis of the company. For instance, both equity providers and lending
platforms would require some financial data related to the profitability and the liquidity of the
company for instance (see Annex 1). Client concentration (how a company’s revenue is
distributed across its client base) is another piece of information that may be important for
funding providers to undertake their preliminary analysis. Based on industry feedback, SMEs
are, however often attached to the privacy of their data, in particular of their financial
information, and would usually not be willing to publicly disclose more information than
what would be legally required from them. Indeed, disclosing data relative to their financial
situation or to their client base may give away important information to SMEs’ competitors,
clients and/or employees.
Nevertheless, comparing the feedback received from alternative funding providers and SME
representatives, the limited amount of information that SMEs would actually be willing to
share from the SME loan application, would be insufficient for funding providers to perform
a preliminary screening of a company: either because it is typically not included in a loan
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application (e.g. company’s long-term strategy and its competitive advantage) or because an
SME would not be willing to reveal it publicly (e.g. financial indicators).
Therefore, under current circumstances, it would be difficult to ensure that this approach
could deliver a result that would allow funding providers (equity or lending) to benefit
significantly from the limited amount of publicly disclosed information from the SME loan
application. The uptake potential of an efficient approach delivering significant benefits to
alternative funding providers is therefore low.
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5. CONCLUSION
This report presents three alternative approaches to setting up an SME referral scheme. Each
approach contains an analysis of its practical feasibility (including uptake potential).
The two approaches involving a referral to designated providers and a standardised SME
information sheet are seen as inferior to the approach involving uploading SME information
onto ESAP for a number of reasons. In particular, the approach involving a referral to
designated providers is considered as excessively burdensome and costly to run from a
supervisor’s point of view, with only a limited impact for SMEs. The approach involving the
delivery by banks to the SMEs of a standardised SME information sheet would not per se put
SMEs in direct touch with alternative finance providers but would rather allow SMEs to
approach them more effectively (i.e. with a standardised information sheet). The third
approach, involving uploading SME information onto ESAP, could have the most potential to
address the identified issues effectively and with the least costs for stakeholders. Under this
approach, banks turning down an SME credit application could be required, upon the SME’s
consent, to upload information directly onto the public ESAP platform, making them more
visible to investors.
Nevertheless, in view of the ongoing negotiations on the ESAP proposal (including on the
format for voluntary submission of data by SMEs) and SMEs’ current stance on the data
privacy, it may be appropriate to wait for an actual setup of ESAP (should it be agreed),
before considering possibilities for referring SME information to ESAP. In this regard, the
voluntary uptake of ESAP by SMEs would be a relevant consideration.
As ESAP is being implemented, both SMEs and alternative funding providers can be
expected to become more familiar with the platform and make use of it as a means to seek
and offer alternative funding.
In parallel, the principles of “open finance” could also be further investigated as a possible
alternative avenue. Under these principles, banks and other funding providers could share the
SME information directly amongst each other, subject to SME’s consent. Banks and
potentially alternative funding providers could allow authorised funding providers to access
SME information, subject to their consent, in a standardised and machine-readable format,
while safeguarding the private character of that information (i.e. not making it broadly
publicly available).38 Other models for open finance solutions also exist and could be
considered.

ANNEX 1 – EXAMPLES OF TEMPLATES FOR SME INFORMATION
ANNEX 2 – CASE STUDY: UK BANK REFERRAL SCHEME
ANNEX 3 – SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO CALL FOR FEEDBACK FROM STAKEHOLDERS

38

The open finance approach would be distinct from the approach pursuing data referral to a restricted pool of designated providers preselected by a supervisor based on a call for expression of interest. The open finance approach is likely not to trigger comparable burden in
terms of management and supervision of the scheme.
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ANNEX 1 – EXAMPLES OF TEMPLATES FOR SME INFORMATION
Equity providers (business angels, venture capitalists, private equity investors)
Based on industry outreach performed as part of the present report, the data that equity
providers needed to perform a preliminary screening of companies include the following:
-

Name of the company
Sector
Location
How much funding the company is looking for, and what the
funding will be used for
The problem the company is solving
Description of the company’s competitive advantage
Overview of the team (skillset, experience)
Optional: financial forecasts and underlying assumptions
For more mature businesses which already have sales:
▪ financial information (EBITDA, net debt, revenue trends,
margins)
▪ client concentration

Alternative lending providers
Based on industry outreach performed as part of the present report, the data that alternative
lending platforms would need to perform a preliminary screening of companies include the
following:
1. Project description
- Purpose of the loan (what shall be financed?)
- Impact on liquidity and profitability
2. Contact details of the borrower
3. Financing requirement / financing request / loan details
- Requested loan amount
- Requested credit period (in months)
4.
-

Legal form / shareholder relationships
Legal form
Owners, persons involved, managing directors / board members
Companies in the network

5. Management / corporate governance
- Details on the managing director
- Personal bankruptcies of the managing directors (past 7 years) yes
/ no
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-

All shareholders of the company natural persons: yes / no
Changes at the management level in the last 2 years

6. Financial and credit information
a. Asset situation / liquidity
- Company equity
- Investment coverage (financing with matching maturities)
- Dynamic leverage
- Working capital
- Debt servicing ability (cash flow - debt servicing)

-

b. profitability
Sales of the last financial year
Sales for the last three months
Operating profit (EBITDA)
Return on sales
Return on equity

7. Minimum documents
- Current annual financial statements (at least 2 years
retrospectively if available)
- Current BWA of the last 3 months
- Earnings and liquidity forecast for the next 12 months
- Current overview of liabilities
- Income tax return along with all attachments from the last two
years
- Income tax assessments for the last two years
- Account transactions for the last 90 days from the main business
account
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Spanish SME information sheet39
In Spain, a bank that cancels a line of credit to an SME that is an existing client is required by
law to fill in a standardised document called the “Standardised SME information sheet”,
containing the SME’s financial information. This document follows the below standardised
template.

39

Circular 6/2016 of the Bank of Spain: https://www.boe.es/buscar/act.php?id=BOE-A-2016-6606
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ANNEX 2 – CASE STUDY
The UK introduced a bank referral scheme in 2016. The main features of the scheme are set
out in the UK Act 2015 No.194640. As per this scheme, a designated bank refusing an SME
finance application above GBP 1,000 must provide all specified information that it holds in
relation to the application to all designated finance platforms, after having asked the
permission of the concerned SME. A distinction is made between finance providers and
finance platforms. Platforms are understood as intermediaries connecting finance providers
with finance seekers, without providing funding themselves.
For the purpose of the UK scheme, SMEs are those with a turnover of up to GBP 25m and
with an address in the United Kingdom. Applications for the following products in GBP are
within the scope of the referral scheme: overdrafts, loans, invoice finance, asset finance
(excluding operating leases), and credit cards. These are also the products typically covered
by the designated finance platforms.
While the HM Treasury designates banks and finance platforms for the purposes of the
scheme, the British Business Bank (state-owned economic development bank) administers
the scheme on behalf of the HM Treasury. In order to select the designated platforms, the
British Business Bank carried out an expression for interest and selected three platforms:
Alternative Business Funding, Funding Options and Funding Xchange. With regard to the
designated banks, the British Business Bank selected the 5 largest banks in the country
(Barclays, HSBC, Lloyds, RBS and Santander) and 4 regionally focused banks (Allied Irish
Bank, Bank of Ireland, and Northern Bank (Danske Bank) focused on North Ireland and
Clydesdale bank focused on Scotland). The British Business Bank’s role regarding the
referral scheme involves carrying out due diligence for platforms that apply to be designated41
and ensuring designated banks’ compliance with the scheme’s requirements.
The designated finance platforms do not provide the funding per se but act as intermediaries
between companies and finance providers. The banks simply relay the information to the
designated alternative finance platforms. Once the information is available in these platforms,
SMEs can be contacted by interested alternative finance providers. Platforms generate
income from the service they provide. This can be achieved in a number of ways, such as by
charging lenders to be included on the platform or by fees charged based on funding
provided. Businesses are not charged to use platforms.
In the period between the start of the scheme in 2016 and September 2020, more than 45,000
eligible small businesses whose applications were rejected from one of the designated banks
have been referred under the scheme42. In total, more than GBP 56 million of funding was
secured by over 2,500 small businesses through the scheme. Of this total, between 1 July
2019 and September 2020 alone, 889 small businesses raised over GBP 23 million of funding
thanks to the scheme. The number of referrals and deals closed, however, declined during the
Covid-19 pandemic, after the setup of UK credit guarantee schemes such as the Bounce Back
Loan Scheme, which may have reduced SME’s need for the Bank Referral Scheme.
Nevertheless, the three quarters (Q3 2019 – Q1 2020) before the Covid-19 pandemic were the
most successful in terms of deals made since the beginning of the scheme, while the two
40

UK act 2015 No. 1946: https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2015/1946/pdfs/uksi_20151946_en.pdf
There are currently nine banks which have been designated by the UK Treasury to participate in the scheme, and three finance platforms.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/947409/201208_Bank_Referral_Scheme
__Official_Statistics.pdf
41
42
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highest numbers of quarterly referrals were recorded in Q1 and Q2 of 2020. This may
indicate that the scheme was picking up and was being increasingly useful to SMEs.

Total quarterly funding, including the number of deals, the total value and the average value of the loan.
Source: UK Bank Referral Scheme: December 2020, HM Treasury
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ANNEX 3 – SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO CALL FOR FEEDBACK FROM STAKEHOLDERS
1. Introduction
In order to inform the feasibility report on an EU SME referral scheme, DG FISMA conducted a call
for feedback from stakeholders over the period 12 March to 30 April 2021. This call for feedback
took the form of a questionnaire containing 41 questions, allowing respondents to provide their
opinion on various elements pertaining to a potential referral scheme. DG FISMA received 31
responses from a broad variety of stakeholders.
The present summary report seeks to give a qualitative representation of the contributions received
and does not aim to be exhaustive or provide detailed statistical data. Like the questionnaire on which
it is based, it sequentially covers the topics of respondents’ characteristics, the criticality of the
problem, the scope of the referral scheme, its governance, its regulation and supervision, possible
compliance costs, and IT and data formats.
This report should not be regarded as the official position of the Commission and its services and thus
does not bind the Commission. The contributions to this report cannot be considered as a
representative sample of the EU population.

2. Characteristics of the respondents
Respondents presented a wide geographic variety, with all EU Member States as well as non-EU
countries represented. The type of organisations most widely represented were business associations,
which accounted for 58% of the total, followed by company/business organisations (19%) and public
authorities (10%). The sector of activity with the strongest representation was the banking sector
(58%), followed by investment management (19%) and insurance (10%).

3. Criticality of the problem
The questionnaire enquired about respondents’ views as regards the potential of a referral scheme to
address different types of financing challenges faced by SMEs. Asked whether a referral scheme
would improve access to financing by SMEs, 45% of respondents replied that they “rather agree” or
“fully agree”, whereas 32% “rather disagree” or “fully disagree” (see Figure 1 below).
Figure 1: Would a referral scheme improve access to financing by SMEs?
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Respondents were further asked whether they considered that particular pre-defined obstacles to SME
financing could be addressed by an SME referral scheme. This question was asked separately with
respect to SMEs’ access to bank loans, non-bank lending and equity financing.
As regards bank lending, the percentage of respondants that “rather agree” or “fully agree” that the
predefined obstacles to obtaining bank lending could be addressed by a referral scheme ranged from
17% (for “Too high interest rates”) to 44% (for “Rejection of application”), depending on the obstacle
in question (see Figure 2 below).
Figure 2: Access to bank lending - would an SME referral scheme be able to address these
obstacles?

As regards non-bank lending, the percentage of respondents that “rather agree” or “fully agree” that
the predefined obstacles could be addressed by a referral scheme ranged from 30% (for “Interest
rates”) to 50% (for “Lack of information and awareness”), as shown in Figure 3 below.
Figure 3: Access to non-bank lending - would an SME referral scheme be able to address these
obstacles?

As regards equity financing, the percentage of respondents that “rather agree” or “fully agree” that the
predefined obstacles could be addressed by a referral scheme ranged from 16% (for “Interest rates”)
to 39% (for “Lack of information and awareness”).
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4. Scope and governance of the referral scheme
Respondents were asked which types of financing providers SMEs should be referred to under a
potential referral scheme. Of the 16 types of potential providers listed, three were selected by a
majority of respondents: Lending-based crowdfunding platforms (55%), Credit providers authorised
under national legislation (55%) and Banks offering supply chain finance and working capital
solutions (52%). Also, 65% of respondents considered that a referral scheme should provide SMEs
with information on the national points of contact for accessing EU-funded programmes for SMEs.
As the regards the information to be transferred, 38% of respondents considered that the referring
entity should transfer all the information contained in the credit application to the receiving entity,
while 23% would prefer the transfer of only part of the information (see Figure 4 below). Those
respondents who considered that “Only part of the information in the application” should be
transferred notably raised confidentiality concerns with respect to a full information transfer.
Figure 4: Amount of information to be transferred

As regards the format of this information, 61% of respondents considered that all the information
should be provided in a standardised format (see Figure 5 below). Some of these respondents argued
that a standardised format would help ensure a level playing field amongst applicants and that it
would ease and accelerate the process for all parties involved, including by allowing a higher degree
of automation and lower costs. Some respondents further opined that the format should be simple to
minimise the administrative burden imposed on the referring entities.
Figure 5: Standardisation of information to be transferred
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As regards the geographical scope of the referral scheme, 48% of respondents consider that any
potential scheme should be limited to EU SMEs. These respondents asserted that non-EU SMEs were
not usual clients of finance providers established in the EU, and that their different legal regimes
would create additional difficulties for credit institutions. In contrast, 13% of respondents consider
that it should also include non-EU SMEs, with members of the European Free Trade Association cited
as potential beneficiaries. Respondents were also asked about the benefits of cross-border referral of
SMEs. Views were split on this subject, with 29% considering that SMEs should only be referred to
domestic finance providers and platforms, with 32% considering that referrals should also be crossborder.
Finally, respondents were asked whether, in addition to referrals from banks to alternative finance
providers, additional channels for referrals between potential participants in a referral scheme should
be considered, namely: referrals from finance providers and platforms to banks, referrals amongst
banks, and referrals amongst finance providers and platforms. For each of these additional channels,
the percentage of respondents in favour of requiring referrals was slightly higher than the percentage
of those opposing such a requirement (namely 39% vs. 32%, 36% vs. 29% and 42% vs. 19%,
respectively).

5. Regulation and supervision
The vast majority of respondents (68%) considered that all designated finance providers and platforms
should be regulated under EU or national financial regulation. The majority of respondents (52%) was
in particular concerned that they might otherwise incur a risk of fraud and scams. Also, the vast
majority of respondents did not favour a change in the regulatory and supervisory framework for
regulated designated finance providers.
A more limited number of respondents was concerned that the referring entity might incur liability
risks, for example with respect to data privacy (29%) or linked to the success or failure of the
application for finance (23%).

6. Compliance costs
While views amongst respondents differed substantially as regards the expected costs of an SME
referral scheme, they consistently estimated the costs for the referring entities to be higher than those
for the receiving entities.
As shown in Figure 6 below, the highest cost for the referring entity was expected to be associated
with the processing and formatting of the information on the rejected entity into a suitable format for
transfer, which 29% (9 out of 31 respondents) of respondents expected to be “high”.
Figure 6: Cost for the referring entity
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Similarly, the highest cost for the receiving entity was expected to be associated with the processing
and formatting of the information on the rejected entity into a suitable format for further use, but only
16% of respondents considered these to be “high” (see Figure 7 below).
Figure 7: Costs for the receiving entity

7. IT and data formats
Respondents generally considered that an appropriate use of IT and data formats could lower costs for
participants, while improving the usability of the information transferred between them. According to
48% of respondents, automation could reduce variable costs, and 36% of respondents would support
the use of structured data formats, such as XHTML, iXBRL, XML, etc., allowing for machine
readability of the underlying SME information. In each of these cases, only one respondent disagreed.
As regards the delivery of the information, respondents exhibited a strong preference for a centralised
hub (36%), while only 13% considered that the means of communication should be left to the
discretion of the referring entity.
Respondents’ views were split with respect to the preferred language to be used by the referring
entity, with equal shares of respondents (35%) preferring either the language of the Member State of
the referring entity or a language that is customary in the sphere of international finance.

8. Existing schemes
Asked about their awareness of and view on existing schemes aimed at helping SMEs access funding
when their credit applications have been rejected, respondents pointed to the schemes in France, the
UK, Finland and Denmark. Each of the schemes mentioned takes very different approaches to support
SMEs, including via credit mediation, a referral by banks to alternative funding providers or online
guidance for SMEs on various pertinent issues.
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